This article examines the development of oral history in Scotland, locating it within the broader context of the oral history movement, and highlighting some of the ways that we believe oral history has contributed to our understanding of Scottish society. As well as reflecting back on the evolution of oral history, we also consider oral history in the present day, and offer our views on what the future holds for oral history in Scotland. We cannot hope in this article to cover all that has or is taking place in the field of oral history in Scotland, and we know that we will have missed what others might have included had they written a similar article. Just as human memory is subjective, so too is our take on oral history in Scotland; just as oral historians like Luisa Passerini and Alessandro Portelli turned the perceived weakness of oral history (the subjectivity of memory) into a strength during the 1970s, we hope that our review of oral history in Scotland contains its own strengths. 1 In particular, we aim to convey the vibrancy and diversity of oral history in Scotland, and persuade you of the important contribution it has made -and is continuing to make -to understanding Scotland's past. What is particularly significant about oral history is the way in which it powerfully mediates past and present. Interviewing individuals about their past from the perspective of the present raises methodological and theoretical questions, which we will return to later, but also gives the past a real sense of immediacy and relevance in our present lives. This means that oral history is a powerful form of public history. As Katharine Hodgkin and Susannah Radstone noted: 'Contests over the meaning of the past are also contests over the meaning of the present and over ways of taking the past forward'. 2 We will illustrate this in relation to three key areas: the workplace and health; immigration and national identity; and gender and the family. Finally, we seek to raise some questions and issues for the future direction of oral history in Scotland, including in the area of new digital and media technologies 1 1 0 angela bartie and arthur mcivor telling them in a way that is shaped at least in part by our social and cultural context. 7 Oral historians have increasingly sought to understand the way in which our memories are constructed and narrated, and to use these understandings to explore not just past experiences, but the ways in which the past resonates with and influences our present.
So, when we refer to oral history, we can actually be referring to practices, sources and/or theories. What makes oral history even more difficult to define is that by its very nature, it is multi-and interdisciplinary, and has meant -and continues to mean -many things to many people. But regardless of approach or focus, what we all tend to have in common is a belief that memory is a vital aspect of Scotland's heritage and that memories should be recorded, preserved, engaged with and used in public history, the media and academic research. More of this should be done, and urgently. As an old African proverb says, 'When a knowledgeable old person dies, a whole library disappears'.
The Development of Oral History
Oral history in Scotland, as elsewhere, has its roots in folklore and oral tradition -the process of passing history down through the generations by word of mouth. In opening the first oral history conference in Scotland in Edinburgh in May 1973, T. C. Smout commented that the 'oldest and strongest root' of oral history in Scotland was the folklore work of the School of Scottish Studies founded in 1951 at the University of Edinburgh. Smout reflected, nonetheless, that 'folklorists and oral history objectives only partly overlap':
The former have a penchant towards the traditional tale, the song, the remote area, the vanishing language, the rural scene: the oral historian has a bent towards uncovering the memorable immediate life experience, the study of work and class relationships, the typical rather than the extraordinary, certainly the city as well as the countryside. 8 But the lines between 'folklore' and 'oral history' were often more blurred than this would suggest. As Margaret Bennett has noted in her article exploring the life and legacy of Eric Creegan, his interest in the cultural traditions of communities in the Highlands and Islands both encompassed and contributed to the fields of oral history, folklore, education, language and anthropology. It is worth commenting further on Eric Creegan here since, as Bennett has persuasively shown, he was an influential and inspiring figure in the development of oral history in Scotland, the UK, and also further afield.
1 1 1 Born in Yorkshire, and with roots on the Isle of Man, Eric Creegan came to Scotland in 1954 to join the newly formed University of Glasgow Extra-Mural Department. Starting out as a tutor in Argyll, Creegan began tape recording and taking field notes on the traditional culture of the areas he visited. Referring to his research on the fishing communities in Scotland, Creegan commented that the recordings he collected made it 'possible to let the story of the industry be built up by the men engaged in it, creating a more complete and human picture than one can possibly get in any other way.'
10 Appointed a lecturer in the School of Scottish Studies in 1966, Creegan continued recording oral testimonies and traditions, exploring the history and traditions of the west Highlands through tape recording, and in so doing made a valuable contribution to the School of Scottish Studies Archive, the largest sound archive in Scotland by far (with over 9,000 recordings).
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Therefore by 1973, when the UK Oral History Society was founded, Creegan 'was already a seasoned oral historian', and became 'one of the key players in the Society'.
12 Bennett cited a powerful example of Creegan's work in the forty-minute recording of Duguld MacDougall, an Argyllshire drover born in 1866 and interviewed by Creegan in 1956 at the age of ninety-one years old: 'his personal memories spanned not only his own lifetime, but also that of his parents and grandparents. Most remarkable of all he could report details they had told to him, thus taking us back several generations to the early 1700s.' By integrating his interviewee's words with other supporting material, using the 'fresh approach of combining historical records of books and manuscripts with transcriptions of tape-recorded folk memories', Creegan demonstrated the relevance of oral tradition to social historians.
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Alexander Fenton was another early pioneer, interviewing on aspects of rural life and work in the 1960s for the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland. Undoubtedly the growing sense of national cultural identity in Scotland (as in other Celtic nations) helped to fuel this early work. As we have already argued, the inter-disciplinary synergies were also clear and evident in these early days, with a sociologist from Aberdeen University, Ian Carter, and a scientist from the University of Edinburgh, David Edge, amongst those active in the field, as well as the aforementioned connections with folklorists, ethnographers and anthropologists. Scottish historian T. C. Smout was an early advocate and may well have supervised the first oral 10 E. Creegan (1960) Modern oral history originated after the Second World War and a number of factors combined to vastly increase its popularity in the postwar years, but particularly from the 1960s. We have already mentioned the growing international interest in folklore and oral traditions, and Scotland became famous for its work in this area. Renowned folklorists such as Hamish Henderson and the American, Alan Lomax, found Scotland fertile ground for collecting, and the School of Scottish Studies Archive provided a lively hub and safe store for the preservation of these disappearing traditions. However, the technological breakthroughs of mechanical sound recording through reel-to-reel and cassette tape recording in the 1960s, combined with the development of 'social history', meant that the methodology of oral history interviewing began to take off in Britain during the 1960s.
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From the beginning in Britain, a central aim of oral history was to preserve the past of those least likely to leave behind written traces. The new generation of social historians who came of age in the 1960s found that oral history offered them a powerful methodology and rich source material for understanding the history of 'ordinary people'. As Paul Thompson noted in his influential book, The Voice of the Past: Oral History:
Until the present [referring to the twentieth] century, the focus of history was essentially political: a documentation of the struggle for power, in which the lives of ordinary people, or the workings of the economy or religion, were given little attention except in times of crisis such as the Reformation, the English Civil War, or the French Revolution.
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There was a growing interest in 'history from below', and it quickly became clear that oral history offered a unique and valuable source for those historians looking to explore areas of the past that were still within living memory. Oral history has at its core a personal narrative, and through such narratives oral historians frequently (though not exclusively) aim at a refocused history centred on 'everyday life' -an emphasis that oral historians claim provides a more 'democratic' approach and helps us to better interpret and understand the past -especially where areas are poorly documented. As Trevor Lummis oral history 1 1 3 noted: 'Given the inadequacy of other sources, oral evidence stands alone as the only major resource for large areas of experience '. 17 Like elsewhere in the UK, oral history in Scotland had a close connection with labour history during its formative years. Until the 1960s, histories of the labour movement and the working classes more broadly were scant, and rarely found in undergraduate teaching.
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Looking to address this gap, the Society for the Study of Labour History (SSLH) was formed in 1960 and formally launched in Scotland in April 1961 with a focus on the history of working people.
19 From the beginning, one of its main aims was tape-recording the memories of labour movement veterans, although by the early 1970s only a few interviews had been recorded. 20 An early member was Ian MacDougall, at the time a trainee teacher and history graduate of the University of Edinburgh, who was quickly elected Secretary of the Scottish Committee of the SSLH. One of his roles was to lead a collective effort to trace and preserve records of the labour movement in Scotland, an urgent task that was also shared by the parent Society. As Robert Duncan noted in his recent retrospect of the Scottish Labour History Society, a number of innovative projects took place in this regard, including some early forays into oral history:
Some members tape-recorded reminiscences of labour movement veterans, although such initiatives were slight and, as yet, somewhat amateurish, when compared to the skilled, and highly productive, efforts of MacDougall and other oral history practitioners from the 1970s.
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The Scottish Labour History Society (SLHS) was formed in 1966 and 'diverged amicably' from the SSLH, with MacDougall becoming its first Secretary, spending some years employed full-time on compiling a comprehensive list of labour movement records.
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From the 1970s, Ian MacDougall began undertaking oral history interviews of working people, and during his career has proven to be an inspirational crusader for oral history. He influenced, and was influenced by, the growing number of labour historians adopting oral history interviewing as a methodology in their research. The interviewing of labour movement veterans was an initial focus, with a series of interviews undertaken with the Fife miners' leader John MacArthur ' The day wound up with a discussion', noted T.C. Smout in a report for the journal Oral History, 'which gave an indication of the interest the subject is presently arousing within Scotland. ' Despite the hive of activity in oral history that the conference represented, Smout's report on it was rather cautious. For example, in reference to the hopes Carter expressed that oral history interviewing would challenge the 'neo-Whig' tale of agrarian improvement that would arise if only 'conventional sources' were utilised, Smout cautioned that 'the existence of a new source does not necessarily guarantee that we shall use it sensibly.' He also pointed to a number of problems already being faced by the infant oral history community in Scotland, including the inaccessibility of some recordings and a lack of resources available for support services (for example, for coordinating projects and transcribing interviews). 'Unless Scotland is prepared to enter the fray and approach with zestful leadership and well thought-out 23 See Smout, 'Scotland', 11. 24 Editorial, 'Forty Years 1969 -2009 ', Oral History, 37 (2009 oral history 1 1 5 projects,' wrote Smout, 'Scottish oral history (apart from the traditional folk life studies) will be left behind. If it is (and this is why the problem matters), the whole study of history in Scotland will suffer again. Historiographically we tend to over-caution in facing new disciplines.'
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But oral history continued to develop in Scotland during the 1970s. Reading through the Current British Work section of the bi-annual Oral History journal, we can see oral history gathering pace and spreading (at least, those projects reported in this section). It is striking that from the mid-1970s, the number of doctoral students making use of oral history methodology in Scotland also began to grow, with reference made to a range of theses in different disciplines incorporating oral history interviews. These included projects on childhood and adolescence (Lynn Jamieson, University of Edinburgh), Scottish football (Bob Crampsey, University of Glasgow), Border farm servants (Barbara Robertson, University of Edinburgh), and a study of a Dunbartonshire village (Liz Baird, University of Strathclyde).
It is also telling that an increasing number of students and researchers began to tackle aspects of women's history during the 1970s, when 'second wave' feminism flourished (in 1977, the second issue of Oral History was devoted to Women's History). The Current British Work section of Oral History made reference to a range of new projects taking place in Scotland from 1976, including oral history projects on the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies (Sandra Holton, Stirling University), the women's suffrage movement (Valerie Atkinson, University of Glasgow), the social and economic activities of women graduates in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Sheila Cubbage, University of Edinburgh), and the links between suffragettes and political activists (Edith Hamilton, University of Strathclyde). A fledgling women's history movement was in development in seventies Scotland, with the influential Glasgow Women's Studies Group founded in 1978. Its first publication in 1983 noted that despite interest in women's experiences both historically and in late 1970s society, in terms of empirical studies, 'Scottish women's lives seemed as hidden as ever '. 26 It is crucial to highlight the 'vitally important' role that women's history played in women's politics with 'both academic and grassroots women's history-making activity intertwined.'
27 This was the case in Scotland, as elsewhere, and the methodology of oral history interviewing proved particularly significant in the development of a social history of women in Scotland. Important works were published during the 1980s by Elspeth King on the suffragette movement in Scotland and Jayne Stephenson on women's lives in Stirling, although it 25 Smout, 'Scotland', 14. 26 Glasgow Women's Studies Group, UNCHARTED LIVES: Extracts from Scottish Women 's Experiences, 1850 -1982 (Glasgow, 1983 angela bartie and arthur mcivor took until the early 1990s for a significant body of work to come through (we will explore aspects of this in the next section).
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Returning briefly to the 1970s, by the end of the decade Scotland had also gained its own formal body for the promotion of oral history. In April 1977, the Oral History Society held its annual conference in Scotland at the University of Strathclyde. On the last day, it was suggested that Scotland should have its own oral history group, and a working party was set up there and then to make the necessary arrangements. Out of this, the Scottish Oral History Group (SOHG) was formally established in 1978 to act as a coordinating body for all those interested in and doing oral history in Britain. Creegan became the first chair, with Smout elected as honorary president. 29 In the first newsletter of the SOHG, Creegan commented:
Oral history presents us with a rich and diverse store of sourcematerial, ranging from the ponderous utterances of politicians to the unpremeditated reflections of the elderly and it mirrors the thoughts, attitudes and experiences of people from all walks of life. It is as near as you can get to the history of everyman and to everyman's history [. . .] It is our aim to make the approach and methods of oral history better known and more widely used in the investigation of Scottish life. The recordings we make now will be a powerful aid to future generations living in a muchchanged society.
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Given its emphasis on the experiences of individuals in society, the way in which it conveys the human dimension of our past, its ability to help us understand our present, and its potential for democratising history and empowering those who participate, it is no surprise that oral history has grown more and more popular, within and outside the academy.
In 2007, in his paper to the annual conference of the UK Oral History Society, Alistair Thomson referred to the 'explosion' of community-based oral history projects that occurred in the 1970s and 1980s. He identified five 'overlapping and interconnected movements' that each contributed to this growth: the annual radical History Workshop events, which began in 1966 at Ruskin, the trade union college; the community publishing movement; radical adult education, like the Workers' Educational Association and extramural departments 28 See for e.g. E. King, The Scottish Women's Suffrage Movement (Glasgow, 1985) and now on to its third edition, he argued that oral history enabled the uncovering of hidden histories and promoted democratic history-making (with oral history, unlike archival research, relatively easy for anyone to learn and do).
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It was in public history that Thompson claimed the oral history project 'has its most radical implications':
It can contribute to many different enterprises -an adult literacy programme, an evening class in history, a local history society or a community group project, a Manpower Services Commission scheme for retraining the young unemployed, a reminiscence therapy group for old people in a home or a hospital ward, a museum exhibition, or a radio programme. For each its essential merits will be to encourage cooperation, on an unusually equal footing, in the discovery of a kind of history which means something to ordinary people.
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Early copies of Oral History give a flavour of this kind of work. For example in the 1970s, Partick Housing Association conducted oral histories with tenants and residents of Partick, a working-class area in the west end of Glasgow, then undergoing significant redevelopment. The Manpower Services Commission Community Programme became an important stimulus for oral history in Britain from the late 1970s, when it began to be used by the Conservative Government, under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, to try and alleviate high levels of unemployment by providing opportunities for the development of skills and experience. 33 It is worth taking a moment to explore some of the projects that were carried out under the auspices of this scheme. Projects covered a variety of subjects: the experience of everyday lives, changing work patterns, declining crafts and occupations (such as crofting and fishing), and joblessness. As Thomson observed, 'one of the ironies of Thatcherism was that it destroyed the employment base of working-class communities, and then funded their histories. These projects -and others like them -were important for a number of reasons, which included: the skills and experience they gave to the unemployed people who worked on them; the opportunity they gave to individuals to tell their stories; the historical sources they created (oral testimonies from many of these early projects continue to be used to this day); the outputs that they generated, which included books, education packs for schools, reminiscence kits for elders; and, moreover, in the way that they contributed to the growing interest in the lives of 'ordinary people' in the wider public. Indeed, Raphael Samuel argued that the MSC training schemes had 'transformed heritage in this country [Britain] from an enthusiasm into an industry'. Reflecting on the growth of community history between 1985 and 2007, Alistair Thomson noted MSC funding stimulated rapid growth in the number of oral history projects taking place, and that during the 1980s, the Oral History Society was 'struggling to keep up with that growth.' 35 The interest in the history and experiences of 'ordinary people' that grew in the 1980s was also felt in the media. The voices of workingclass people speaking about their past had been broadcast on radio before; for example, in the 1950s some BBC producers had taken the lives of working people 'and made them into history' and in so doing, had given 'a public voice to the internal historical accounts of those outside history.' 36 More influential were the Radio Ballads, produced by Charles Parker, Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Alun Howkins comments that they created an 'entirely new structure -a mixture of actuality -sounds and voices -with music and song.' As Parker commented in 1961:
It was immediately apparent that here was a form which could achieve something of a breakthrough in popular art; for by speaking in the unquestionable accents of everyday experience, we were able to evoke that thrill of recognition by which the listener was able to identify himself with the action . . . 1982 and later broadcast on BBC Radio 4. These took oral histories from working-class Scots and presented them alongside traditional folk music, without a narrator. They were immensely popular and influential and powerfully demonstrated that, as Kay pointed out, 'through the words of the people who experienced it, history is alive.' 38 Ian MacDougall also played an important role in popularising oral history in Scotland, and in sparking interest in the voices of ordinary working people -whether in relation to their work, or those who took part in the Hunger Marches of the interwar depression, or the volunteers to the International Brigades in the Spanish Civil War. Rob Duncan noted that by the 1980s, MacDougall 'was well on the way to becoming the Studs Terkel of Scottish labour history'. 39 In 1992, Ian MacDougall helped to set up the Scottish Working Peoples' History Trust, a charitable body that sought to 'champion the cause of working people's history', with recording the recollections of working people one of its three main aims.
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Community history and oral history came together in the appearance of a range of new types of museums in the 1980s too. Although existing museums were beginning to use oral history in their collections more and more, a number of new museums engaged with (or indeed created by) their local communities sought to make oral history the centrepiece and focus of their collections. One example was Springburn Community Museum, Glasgow's first independent community museum, which opened in 1986 with the aim of telling the story of 'the rise, decline and rebirth' of the industrial community of Springburn in Glasgow through photographs, objects and, above all, the oral testimony of local people. The museum put on a number of successful exhibitions on working and home life in Springburn, as well as contributing to a number of acclaimed (and still very popular) books on the oral testimonies it collected, but sadly fell victim to a lack of funds and closed its doors in 2001. 41 1910-1945 (1990) .
1 2 0 angela bartie and arthur mcivor oral history, autobiography and reminiscence to tell the story in the people's own words.
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Almost all Scottish museums have now incorporated oral history fieldwork into their collections and exhibitions, though it must be said with varying degrees of success. Museums often encounter problems with oral history, whether in relation to storage and cataloguing recorded interviews as 'objects', the often prohibitive costs of including sound in galleries and exhibitions, and wider and more political questions about the testimonies that are used (and excluded). A museum that has really foregrounded oral history sound recordings in its space is Summerlee Museum of Scottish Industrial Life, while a recent innovative AHRC-funded Knowledge Transfer Fellowship (Voice in the Museum), led by Arthur McIvor and David Walker at the Scottish Oral History Centre (with Martin Bellamy at Glasgow Museums), sought to develop the oral history collection and the use of oral history within Glasgow Museums. This has included digitising and summarising the 300 or so tapes of the 2000 Glasgow Lives project, initiated by Glasgow Museums in 1997 and typifying a wide and growing interest in memory as we reached the end of the millennium.
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It has been observed that the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) fuelled a 'renaissance' of community oral history from the late 1990s, which followed a lull in such projects after funding was pulled from the MSC Community Programme in 1988. After the National Heritage Act was passed in 1997, funds became available for a range of heritage-related activities including oral history projects. The Heritage Lottery Fund has supported over 100 Scottish projects with more than £4 million of aid, leading to a diverse range of community-based oral history projects taking place. Even just thinking about those trained at the Scottish Oral History Centre in the University of Strathclyde, founded in 1995 by Callum Brown and active in oral history training and outreach, we can see some really valuable oral history interviews being undertaken. Recently, we trained and worked with the Scottish Council on Deafness who undertook an oral history project conducted entirely in British Sign Language and titled 'My Firsts'. We were also involved in the Rainbow Lives group in Fife, which aims to involve communities in recording their own pasts, in order to foster racial understanding and tolerance. This has included the oral history projects Asian Connections and Talk, Tell, Share, both of which have produced books. As the Rainbow Lives website states: 'The use of oral history as a tool in the creation of racial understanding and tolerance should not be underrated.' 44 
The Contribution of Oral History in Scotland
In the early phase of oral history, where the emphasis was largely upon rediscovering 'lost' or poorly documented communities, oral history gave voice to the marginalised; to those who had been 'hidden from history'. Oral history significantly extended the scope and range of social and cultural history into areas of experience that historians had neglected; for example, working class communities, the lives of children and women, and migrant communities (such as the Italians, Jews, Lithuanians, Indians and Pakistanis). Good examples would be the careful reconstructions of childhood experiences in rural and institutionalised contexts respectively in Jamieson and Toynbee's Country Bairns, and Abrams's, Orphan Country. These and other such studies provided insights into the local and the specific, unique, particular cultures of place -and much of Scotland's oral history has been framed in the local context. Early studies focused on Edwardian life, the interwar depression and the Clydebank Blitz. 45 Thus oral history helped provide the substance of lived experience, adding what it felt like -emotion and vivid subjective experience to the mix. Several oral-history based chapters in Abrams and Brown's, A History of Everyday Life in Twentieth Century Scotland (2010) persuasively demonstrate the contribution that oral history is making to our understanding of Scottish society in the twentieth century.
Oral historians also sought to question and to challenge the stereotypes and dominant narratives that have pervaded Scottish historiography. One area in which they have been particularly fruitful is in challenging the acceptance of the 'separate spheres' ideology (which placed men largely in the public domain and women in the private), which seemed to characterise Scottish historiography up until the early 1990s. This has meant that gender identities have been a key theme in Scottish oral history work; and women's history was an early focus in Scotland, as elsewhere. As we've noted already, pioneering work using oral testimonies was undertaken by the Glasgow Women' century. 46 Annmarie Hughes' seminal work explored domestic violence and gender identities between the wars, arguing that deepening levels of abuse in the 1930s were linked to a crisis of masculinity in the economic Depression. 47 Hilary Young's work has explored the forging of gender identities in Scotland through childhood and youth reading (such as story papers and comic books). 48 Abrams and Young have also problematised the stereotypical concept of the 'hard man' -Abrams arguing from oral evidence that we need to rethink the notion of discrete 'separate spheres' and the non-participatory, unemotional father and showing how, through oral testimony: 'Working-class families fostered a positive image of domestic life which contrasts with the stereotype of the brutish, selfish father'. 49 Much oral history based research has focussed on work cultures and workplace politics and in the process made major contributions to our understanding of workplace power, collective struggles, authority, agency and risk-taking in relation to health and safety in Scotland. 50 A sense of a wide range of distinct work identities and narratives emerge from recent oral history research in this area, showing the potential to use personal testimony both as a barometer of the changing meaning of 'work' and to engage critically with the notion of an 1 2 3 erosion of the traditional 'work ethic'. 51 Focusing on male employment in the heavy industries, Ronnie Johnston and Arthur McIvor have marshalled oral evidence to explore the culture and meaning of work, the construction and 'performance' of masculinity and the impact of occupation-related disability (including emasculation) -refining, to some degree, Blaxter's 'social exclusion' thesis. 52 Research based on oral testimonies is generating a lively debate on the nature of working class masculinities, including the role of the workplace in the forging of manliness and the part male identity played in risk taking and healtheroding behaviours. 53 This evidence suggests we need to be careful to contextualise and understand such behaviour and 'agency' within a complex matrix of structural constraints and pressures -including a profit-driven productionist ethos. Such research continues and develops the early oral history focus on workers' lives, culture, narratives and experience in Scotland, pioneered by individuals like Creegan, Kay, and MacDougall.
Health and the body have also come under scrutiny by oral historians and those using oral history. This has been a significant feature of work in the medical history unit at Glasgow University, the Centre for the Social History of Health and Healthcare at Glasgow Caledonian University and the University of Strathclyde, and in the SOHC. Mental health has featured here, in the oral history based work of Mitchell, Turner, Smith and Nicolson, though we still await a comprehensive oral history of mental health in Scotland. 54 Blending oral evidence with other sources, Angela Turner has challenged the notion of the ameliorative impact of the transition from institutionalisation to community care. 55 David Smith and Lesley Diack have also explored the powerful influence of the media in creating myths about the 1964 typhoid outbreak in Aberdeen and how these myths influenced oral 1 2 4 angela bartie and arthur mcivor interview narratives. 56 Their work draws creatively upon the concept of the 'cultural circuit', developed in the work of Dawson, Thomson and Summerfield. 57 More work is needed here in Scotland, along the lines for example of the seminal work of Beier in using oral narratives to elucidate changing health cultures in England from the late nineteenth century to 1970. 58 Oral history has also featured heavily in exploration of ethnic and minority identities in Scotland -which includes critical examination of 'myths' surrounding the receptivity of host communities (Scotland as a 'tolerant' nation) and the enduring nature of discrimination and prejudice. 59 Oral history interviews have been particularly insightful in terms of understanding national identity. An interesting study carried out by the geographer, Peter Hopkins, explored the impact of '9/11' on how young Muslim men who had grown up in Scotland constructed their sense of national identity:
Mohammed: Well, I've got a Scottish accent, so when I'm on the phone, people are surprised when I tell them my name, because people think I'm Scottish . . . I suppose in that way I'm Scottish . . . well I don't wear a kilt, so I'm not Scottish in that way. I don't go to pubs and things like that which is a part of Scottish culture, so I'm not a part of Scottish culture in that way. . . 60 As well as giving insight into how these individuals 'placed' themselves in their social world, it also raised interesting questions about the form and meaning of Scottish national identity. Indeed, an interesting theme running throughout the oral history work on ethnic minorities is that of the changing conceptions of Scottish national identity and what Scotland 'means'. This was one of the motivations for Billy Kay's Odyssey:
There is a national culture, but one divided by region and by class. Scotland is both a collection of provinces and a nation, with provincial cultures which build up into a national culture. The idea behind the Odyssey programmes is to highlight local culture and to build up a picture, a tapestry if you like, of a national culture. 61 One group with a particularly poorly documented history were the travelling people -explored through oral interviewing in the classic The Book of Sandy Stewart, edited by Roger Leitch in 1988. Another community that has attracted sustained attention from oral historians are Irish Catholics. Boyle's important new monograph on the Glasgow Irish community is an exemplar of a theoretically informed approach incorporating oral history methodology. It directly engages with the debate over the extent and persistence of discrimination against minority Catholics, drawing upon extensive personal evidence. 62 What characterises this body of work is the way personal narratives shed insights into layers of experience and diversity of attitudes and emotions -how people felt about their life experiences, thus enabling meta-narratives to be challenged and agency and identity restored to the historical narrative. If social history put the 'ordinary' people back in to the picture, oral history refocuses on their identities, attitudes, emotions and feelings, enabling the story to be animated and better imagined. Casting an eye over such work retrospectively, one is struck by the important contributions made by oral historians or historians utilising oral history methods and/or sources in several fields. There is also a considerable body of work on rural and Highland and Islands life, tradition and society. 63 Also leisure, sport, religion and popular culture, which has been the focus of a series of stimulating oral history based studies. 64 Sexuality and personal relationships have also been 1 2 6 angela bartie and arthur mcivor explored using oral history methodology, though clearly this is an area that deserves much more attention.
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In an important recent book, Oral History Theory, Lynn Abrams has commented that three distinct types of oral history were co-existing at the close of the twentieth century: reminiscence, public and community oral history (with little or no use of theory); evidential oral history (where personal testimonies are used as evidence to support /develop argument and prove a hypothesis); and theoretical oral history ('theory baggers') which draws upon concepts in social sciences, linguistics and other fields to explore the nature of memory, the 'meaning of the interview', decoding the narrative and deconstructing the mechanisms of remembering. It is probably fair to say that Scottish oral historians were somewhat slow to embrace the 'cultural turn' in oral history, to engage with theories relating to memory, subjectivity and narrative. The seminal studies were done elsewhere -in Italy, the USA, England and Australia.
66 This is not to say that oral history was unexciting in Scotland, or that it was not challenging boundaries -Scottish historiography remained fairly conservative throughout the 1980s, and themes like working lives, the experiences of women, and of ethnic minorities arguably took longer to pervade the general literature on Scotland's past. Indeed, it could be argued that the focus on 'reconstructive' oral history was needed for longer, in order build a body of historical materials, and to then incorporate these histories into the dominant narratives about twentieth-century Scotland.
Nevertheless, a new wave of theory-sensitive oral history articles and monographs emerged in Scotland from the late 1990s which made use of linguistics, of narrative analysis, inter-subjectivity, anthropology, the cultural circuit and other ideas to understand the unique nature of oral testimony, and to read and decode the narratives. It could be argued that an important stimulus here was the growing influence of postmodernism and the cultural turn more generally in history, as the late 1990s were a period in which historians finally had to engage with debates that had occurred earlier in many other disciplines. This can be seen in the growing number of books on history and postmodernism published during this period, as well as in the (often very heated) debates that were played out in the editorials and correspondence of history journals. The 'new' oral history is evident, for example, in the work of historians like Lynn Abrams, Callum G. Brown, Murray Watson, David Smith and H. Lesley Diack and Wendy Ugolini. Whilst much 'recovery' or 'evidential' oral history continues to be written (and to be important), in tandem there is a growing recognition that memories are composed and reconstructed, influenced by a range of factors that include politics, the media, the ageing process, and the inter-subjective dynamics of the interview. Rather than being defensive about their sources, oral historians embrace the clearly subjective nature of oral memory evidence, recognised from the very earliest days of oral history in Britain. Folklorist Tony Green argued in 1971 for oral historians:
. . . to concentrate much more on history as what people think happened, including the presentation of radically different accounts, in order to demonstrate . . . that different individuals and groups experience the same event in totally different ways, and to analyse why this is so.
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Attention has been increasingly diverted to theorising memory and unpicking the discourses and narratives present in the testimonies. For example, in The Death of Christian Britain Callum Brown used sources like oral testimonies, biographies and autobiographies to explore 'discursive christianity', arguing that secularisation occurred rapidly due to a 'discursive break' between piety and femininity during the 1960s. Lynn Abrams's seminal, Myth and Materiality in a Woman's World identified the legends and the realities of the female dominated culture of the Shetlands in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In this vein, Murray Watson's work, which used a Foucauldian framework for his study of the English in Scotland to challenge the idea of anti-English discrimination is also worth a mention, as is Boyle's thought-provoking Metropolitan Anxieties. There has then been a shift to recognition that oral testimonies are unique subjective accounts meriting analysis as narratives and discourses -and this has led oral historians increasingly into using a broad toolkit from a diverse range of other disciplines -such as anthropology, linguistics and psychology -to help understand what is going on in the interview -how and why people say what they do; how they relate to the interviewer; how they structure, frame and 'perform' their stories; why things are left out as well as included.
A Snapshot of the Present Landscape
Searching the internet for oral history in Scotland brings up a range of websites pointing to its current health and vitality. For example, the Glasgow based group Sikhs in Scotland oral history project; Our Story Scotland, recording the lives of LGBT people; the Their Past Your Future 1 2 8 angela bartie and arthur mcivor project, held between 2005 and 2009, on the lives of people in Scotland during the Second World War; the oral history project connected to the M74 extension project in Glasgow; the recent Coal Conversations symposium on oral history in the Scottish coal industry, and so on. Oral history has increasingly been embedded into undergraduate and postgraduate teaching in Scotland, whether as stand alone courses or as important elements of classes in other historical topics. This may go towards explaining the burgeoning use of oral history in postgraduate research in recent years, as students cut their teeth on the theory and methodology and, often, experience the resonance of oral history interviews with their research interests. We've certainly found that undergraduates often gravitate towards oral history in class and feel a connection with excerpts from interviews in a way that they do not always get so immediately with other sources.
A brief survey of the kinds of research being carried out in active projects across the Scottish academy just now, including by postgraduate researchers, indicates the breadth and dynamism of oral history in Scotland today. There is a continuing cluster of oral history based research that is being undertaken or has recently been completed on gender and sexual identities. As we've already alluded to, oral history theory and methodology borrows from a range of different disciplines. This is what makes it so dynamic. As Portelli has pointed out, it is 'a "composite genre'' which requires that we think flexibly, across and between disciplinary boundaries, in order to make the most of this rich and complex source.' 68 But increasingly, researchers from other disciplines have turned to oral history as a methodology to inform their research. These include researchers used to using qualitative methods, but beginning to situate their interviews in a broader oral history framework with more attention paid to the life history, narrative analysis, and to the emphasis on open questioning and space for interviewees to tell their own stories that oral historians tend towards. Another continuing motivation is the idea that oral history is a means of exploring aspects of research that cannot be accessed using other sources or methods. This can 1 3 0 angela bartie and arthur mcivor be illustrated by focusing on the recent work of criminologist Fergus McNeill on oral histories of Scottish probation. As McNeill points out on the project webpage:
The reason for our interest in this topic rests in the recognition that our understandings of contemporary practices are undermined by ignorance of their origins and development. There is very little scholarship on penal history in Scotland, and almost none that looks beyond official accounts to explore the interstices between policies and practices. 69 His key aim is to use oral history methods to produce a rich and multilayered analysis of the construction and experience of probation in Scotland as an historical penal practice. In doing so, McNeill sought to explore the spaces between policy, rhetoric and reality, the intended and the experienced. Funded by a British Academy Small Grant, McNeill interviewed thirteen probation practitioners and educators and twelve probationers. His study revealed the differences between what was intended by probation officials and what was experienced by those on probation, showing the factors that could have a bearing on its effectiveness as a criminal justice tool, and thus helping to inform current policy and practice. 70 In the current climate of pressures to produce meaningful impact and knowledge exchange outcomes from our research, we need to think about the potential of our oral history interviews for wider applications such as these. A promising example would be the new pilot-study project currently underway at the SOHC on an oral history of forensic science in Scotland (Nic Daeid, Walker and McIvor) .
Like the field of Scottish historical studies more broadly, then, there has been a similar 'flowering' of oral history in Scotland: in terms of research, publication, teaching and also a broader use in the community, the latter aided no doubt by the support of the Heritage Lottery Fund for oral history related projects. This has become apparent through the growing interest in oral history training we have experienced through the Scottish Oral History Centre over the last ten years from staff and students from around Scotland, interested individuals, representatives from a range of bodies (like archives, libraries, museums and local heritage and community groups) and also to provide support and tailored training for HLF groups across Scotland -most recently for Govanhill, Inchinnan, Paisley and the Scottish Council on Deafness Project My Firsts. The School of Scottish Studies Archive, in conjunction with BBC Scotland and the National Trust for Scotland, has been undertaking an exciting project on digitization and created an online resource for searching and using an extensive collection of Scots and Gaelic recordings from the 1930s through to the present day. And we have seen the creation (and sometimes, unfortunately, demise) of a range of associations and organisations designed to promote and encourage oral history in various parts of Scotland.
But, despite the ever-increasing flow of stimulating oral history scholarship, there continues to be areas of social and cultural life that have barely been explored, often in Scottish historiography more broadly as well as oral history specifically. The following areas spring to mind, though clearly this is not an exhaustive list: areas that have been either neglected or remain in their infancy include (but are by no means limited to): disability, including learning disability (though note here Howard Mitchell and Angela Turner's work on learning disability in post-war Scotland); sexuality (projects outlined earlier build upon Bob Cant's Footsteps and Witnesses: Lesbian and Gay Lifestories from Scotland, but as yet -Jamieson's work notwithstanding -we lack the kind of work Szreter and Fisher have undertaken for England); race and ethnicity (some areas are well covered, but there are gaps in others like that of the experience of Sikhs in Scotland, of asylum seekers, and of the Chinese, despite work by the Scottish Migration Archive Network in trying to fill these gaps); the environment (oral history has the potential to critically explore people's relationships to their environments, like that of Shelley Trower's work in Cornwall). 71 We also have little on the experiences of the Second World War in Scotland, whether in service, on the home front, or of prisoners of war in Scotland; crime and deviancy (although there has been some work in this area, for example Annmarie Hughes on domestic violence in interwar Clydeside); Angela Bartie and Alistair Fraser on Easterhouse youth gangs, and a recently funded project on community policing by Louise A. Jackson -but given increasing concerns about crime in the post-war period, there is a massive gap here; leisure pursuits (with a shift from public to private leisure pursuits in the post-war period, there is scope for much more work on changing patterns of leisure, on youth culture, or on a whole range of leisure pursuits); the meaning of work in the service sector/professions and in the new non-standard, flexible jobs that are growing in importance as well as middle/upper class cultures (e.g. managers by Perchard and Perchard and Phillips; business culture and corporate history); politics and protest (for example, the changing nature of Scottish nationalism during the Thatcher years, or of trade union politics, or indeed protest movements like CND); and globalisation and its impact at a local and Scottish national level.
The Future
As all oral historians know, there is often a real urgency to address gaps in areas of research before those who lived through the periods 71 S. Trower (ed.), Place, Writing and Voice in Oral History (New York, 2010) . 1 3 2 angela bartie and arthur mcivor we wish to know more about unfortunately pass away. To look to the future -well, all we can do is scrape the surface and give a very selective and brief consideration of this 'controversial, exciting and endlessly promising' practice and methodology, as Lynn Abrams recently put it in her book Oral History Theory. 72 The broad field of oral history is endlessly changing and debates arise, re-emerge, and occasionally are resolved. We would recommend subscribing to Oral History H-Net for a sense of the debates going on among practitioners now, for example, in relation to sound versus the written word, the politics of memory, whether oral history has lost its radical edge, and so on.
In a globalised world, the question of what is local, national, international and global is a vexed one, and one that begs attention in oral history. It is an area that many oral historians are trying to get to grips with -when and how does an oral history interview move from being an individual's life history to a document that can tell us much about broader social, political and economic change, refracted through the perceptions and experiences of one person. What, for example, is the relationship between individual and collective memory? When can this be 'scaled up', to allow us to understand more about national experiences or, indeed, shared experiences in a globalised world? Indeed, public history and oral history and the relationship between the two deserves more attention in Scotland. As Jill Liddington and Graham Smith note:
Direct personal experience, along with the older myths we live by and the social narratives we live with, all compete in giving shape to how we perceive, and remember, the past. But we would argue that it is time to consider more deeply the part played by public history in shaping historical consciousness and memory. 73 A crucial issue that we must not lose sight of is that oral history in Scotland is very much part of the broader oral history field, and influenced by -and a contributor to -the trends, debates and controversies that occur in relation to oral history in general. Indeed, it feels somewhat unnatural and artificial to us to try and write this essay about Scottish oral history without making artificial boundaries and definitions. Many of the oral history projects and scholarship outlined here were or are those taking place in Scottish universities and focused on Scottish interviewees or experiences rooted in a Scottish location, simply because this was the easiest way to capture a snapshot of what is going on in oral history in Scotland. That said, there are important issues that, while they do not apply only in relation to oral history in Scotland, should be considered and addressed by those using oral history in a Scottish context.
In the late twentieth, but particularly in the twenty-first century, new digital technologies and the potential of the internet in relation to oral history has presented both challenges and opportunities to those using oral history methods in their work. In terms of recording and editing oral history interviews, whether recorded in audio or filmed, new digital technologies have surely made things a lot easier for oral historians. Material can easily be backed up onto laptops and secure servers while out in the field, copied and backed up easily and multiple copies made for transcribing, editing, using in presentations, websites and blogs, and a whole range of other uses. This is an area that is slowly beginning to come through in relation to oral history in Scotland, but its potential has not yet been effectively tapped. Some projects are beginning to create access points to digitised transcripts and recordings via online resources like, for example, the School of Scottish Studies collaborative site.
There is also the potential to embed new digital technologies into the teaching of oral history to both undergraduates and postgraduates, imparting vocational and practical technological proficiencies alongside the usual skills in historical understanding, interpretation and analysis. This could take the form of producing edited audio CDs, short films, interactive websites or blogs or, indeed, Memoryscapes or Soundscapes -this latter a term coined by composer R. Murray Schafer to identify sounds that 'describe a place, a sonic identity, a sonic memory, but always a sound that is pertinent to a place' and put into practice by oral historians by blending excerpts from interviews with original sounds recorded in a specific area. Done effectively, this creates an immersive soundscape where past and present collide and the listener discovers new ways of understanding the history of a particular time and place -as Toby Butler and Graeme Miller, creators of Linked: a Landmark in Sound, a Public Walk of Art comment, this encourages 'a shifting and dynamic reflection of memory and place that embraces new audiences.' 74 David Walker has recently piloted a memoryscape and short edited film on the hidden history of Sheils Farm and King George V Dock in Glasgow, now derelict.
As well as looking towards future developments in oral history, we need to think carefully about how we safeguard the oral histories that are already in existence. Many of the words of T.C. Smout in his report of the first oral history conference in Scotland in 1971 still ring true:
The scene in Scotland has certain depressing features. The first is the acute shortage of transcriptions. . . Along with this goes a great need for a published index of work on tape [. . .] . Thirdly, we are handicapped by 1 3 4 angela bartie and arthur mcivor a very complacent individualism: everyone works away in their own little corners making recordings for themselves, which may be useful to them: but they make little effort to tell other scholars of their contents (except in an accidental and fortuitous manner) and (outside the School) there is no guarantee their tapes will ever be kept. Indeed, there is no indication whether tapes would be welcome gifts to local archives or libraries, or that archivists and librarians have given the problem of oral records much thought.
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There is a wealth of oral history material 'out there' but, without a central record, it frequently lies undiscovered and unused. It is often the case that no thought is given to the value of recordings/transcriptions after the project for which they were conducted has ended. Consequently, many interviews conducted are never archived at all, with anecdotal evidence suggesting that numerous tapes lie languishing in drawers or cupboards of the interviewer's home or workplace. Proper archiving and cataloguing could avoid interviews being conducted unnecessarily, allow for comparative work to be done between existing and new interviews (or between two existing collections), and safeguard these valuable sources for future use. The issue of cataloguing and, increasingly, the digitisation of existing collections is an urgent one, and one that is certainly beginning to bear fruit. A number of access points to catalogue entries of various rich oral history collections do exist, and some websites, for example the School of Scottish Studies Archive, do have lists of accessible material and projects currently on the go. But what is needed is a systematic trawl of what is out there and its format, location and accessibility, and a dedicated website that can be maintained and updated on a regular basis.
Oral history has the potential to facilitate a refocused history that enables poorly documented areas of everyday life in Scotland to be investigated and made known. This can be achieved by targeted questioning on particular topics and issues, by addressing areas of experience that have barely been explored, and by working together with colleagues from other disciplines and subject areas to examine themes in new ways. We believe that it is important to find ways of meaningfully engaging with the public in identifying what gaps exist in our collective social history, and to work with them in decisions about future research agendas and, in fact, in a model of 'sharing practice' that is truly collaborative. Nonetheless, oral history is time, labour and cost intensive and an ongoing problem is that of resourcing funds for such projects. Collaboration between academic, public sector and community/local groups in Scotland to identify the key gaps in sources, develop a research agenda, and source funding could really invigorate this field and provide a model for oral historians in other parts of the world. This reflects the growing position of public history in society and ticks the boxes we are increasingly being asked to tick in terms of interdisciplinarity, knowledge exchange and partnerships with non-HE bodies, and impact with the public, policy makers and other audiences. Furthermore, we need to consider how new digital technologies and more effective use of web-based communication, cataloging and public engagement can further shore up the position of oral history in Scotland, and allow for meaningful collaboration and cross-fertilisation with the numerous projects taking place both within and outside the academy.
Final Comments
Oral history has been important in Scottish history since the 1950s, pioneered by the School of Scottish Studies at Edinburgh University, and Scotland has participated (albeit belatedly) in the expansion of oral history in the last quarter of the twentieth century and the paradigm shifts that Alistair Thomson identified in an influential article in the Oral History Review in 2007. Memory became more important as a source for historical research from the 1970s, with a growing appreciation that people were what George Ewart Evans referred to as 'walking books'. Local and community oral history projects proliferated, recording the everyday lives of individuals and communities largely ignored in the historical record and, crucially, enabling people to be involved in making their own histories. This led to a remarkable growth of memory recording in public history across the country. Stung by criticisms from conservative historians about the unreliability of memory, oral historians in Scotland (and elsewhere) have responded over the past couple of decades by embracing the methods of other disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology and social psychology and by powerfully demonstrating how the perceived weakness of oral history (the subjectivity of memory) is actually its major strength. Oral history in Scotland has joined the shift from largely 'reconstructive' to 'interpretive' by embracing and even celebrating the subjective nature of this kind of evidence, to deconstructing and decoding memories, aided by the ideas and methods of cultural theorists, linguists and narrative analysts. So, whilst there are still relatively few oral history practitioners in Scottish universities, doing oral history has become accepted in higher education. Concurrently, oral history scholarship has made a difference, bringing the human perspective, rich texture and individual experience -both physical and emotional -to our history. Cumulatively, both the 'recovery' and 'interpretative' types of oral history have added significantly to our understanding of Scottish society to the point where now serious academic work on recent Scottish history, especially in social and
